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Coming in an Drop Jordan colorway that looks to match all that Bears gear, the shoe
is monochromatic, but will feature white and navy accents on the zipper. Replacing
the usual Nike branding on the spoiler backtab is the word Chi, further bringing
home that Chicago feel. Lastly is the inside of the tongue which is Minight Navy,
and features the Huarache logo emblazoned on the tongue.
A few months ago, we reported that the Air Jordan 11 Win Like 96 I would recieve a
"Gatorade" colorway in addition to the Jordan VI, and it appears as though we have a
look at another shoe from the collection.The pair is dubbed the "Orange Peel"
colorway, and wil be done in a tonal orange colorway. The Gatorade logo appears on
the quarter of the shoe, and a tumbled leather Nike air symbol graces the tongue.
The original Gatorade logo and the Nike Air Logo both appear on the insoles.
Previously we announced the Buty Jordan Sklep collab would be continuing into 2018,
and even showed off the Air Jordan I dropping next year. Now it appears as though
the Air Vapormax will be joining it.The pair comes in a monochromatic white, with
the same word placement on the upper and midsole from this year's OFF-White Vapormax
release. Also, the shoe features orange hits to round out the shoe. The shoes don't
have a release date just yet, but stick with Snakerwatch for more info as it is
announced.
The Cheap Air Max "The Ten" Collab has been one of the most well recieved shoes this
year, with the OFF-WHITE x Jordan I recieving Footwear News' Sneaker of the Year
honors. Nike has announced that it will continue its partnership in 2018, and it
looks like we may have an idea on what's to come.The first shoes to leak are this
pair of Jordan Is. Contrasting the "Chicago" pair that dropped this year, the shoe
will take on a more muted tone, with White and Off-White (No pun intended) colors
hitting the shoe. In similar descontructed fashion as the previous pair, the shoe
also features the taped up swoosh and "descriptive"wording on the sole unit and
upper.
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http://www.dropjordan.com
http://www.dropjordan.com/drop31726/2017-chicago-air-jordan-11-win-like-96-gym-red-for-sale/
http://www.butyjordansklep.pl
http://www.cheappairmax.com

